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Answers to Questions for Review 

8.1  See the table and figure below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Diminishing marginal returns set in after 3 workers. 

 

8.2  Starting at Q=1, the figures in £ per day for AFC are 630, 315, 210, 158, 126, 105, 

and 90, and for SAC are 950, 575, 430, 368, 342, 345, and 370; you can calculate 

the new SAC figures by adding the new AFC figures to the original AVC figures. 

These new SAC figures were actually used to plot the new SAC curve in part (a) of 

Figure 8.3. 

 

8.3  Starting at Q=1, the figures in £ per day for AVC are 400, 325, 275, 263, 270, 300, 

and 350, and for SAC are 820, 535, 415, 368, 354, 370, and 410; you can calculate 

the new SAC figures by adding the new AVC figures to the original AFC figures. 

Starting from a rise in Q from 0 to 1, the new figures in £ per day for both MVC and 

SMC are 400, 250, 175, 225, 300, 450, and 650; these equal the gaps between the 
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new TVC figures given in the question. The new figures here for AVC, SAC, and 

SMC were actually used to plot the new curves in part (b) of Figure 8.3. 

 

8.4  One would expect there to be between 15 and 20 firms at present (found as 600/40 

and 600/30). In future one would expect there to be just two or three firms. So 

mergers seem very likely. 

 

8.5  (a) Its isoquants will stay the same because there has been no change in 

technology.  

(b) Its isocost lines will pivot about their ends on the horizontal axis and become 

flatter.  

(c) It will adopt a more capital intensive production method. (d) Its LAC curve and 

all its SAC curves will shift upwards. 

 


